
 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Benefits 
■ Automation speeds analysis while AWS infrastructure optimizes 

your S/4 HANA production environment rightsizing. 

 

■ Produces a complete insurance functional S/4 HANA plan including 
digitally transformed processes 
 

■ Creates a detailed plan to address all transformation issues 

including areas like; user management, SAP Fiori App planning, 

authorizations, custom code management, etc.. 

 

Customer contribution 
■ Facilitate access to the existing ERP production landscape. 

 

■ Validate and interpret the results. 

■ Conduct the transformation of data to the new system with msg 

tools 

 

Key activities 

“msg fit”, a brief audit to check your system health, 

which covers the analysis of system usage, 

authorizations, and licenses 

 
 

The “S/4HANA Move Xperience” offering from msg creates a 
customized blueprint for insurance 

 
Delivers a preconfigured S/4HANA system specially 

designed for the insurance industry on AWS. 

 
The target system is populated with customer-specific master data 
from the existing SAP ECC 6.0 system. 

 
The result is a production ready system that includes 

insights and accelerators to decide and action the 

S/4HANA transformation strategy 

 

 

 

Solution Space 

Discover scalable and secure solutions that will empower you to achieve your business 

needs with Amazon Web Services (AWS) and AWS Partner Network (APN) Partners that 

have attained AWS Competency designations. Customer ready solutions are based on 

architectures validated by AWS, include a combination of AWS services and APN 

Partner technologies, can be deployed quickly with solution accelerators  

 
 

 
 

 
*AWS and partner funding available. Rules and restrictions apply. 

*Regional coverage available in EMEA 

© 2019, Amazon Web Services, Inc. or its affiliates. All rights reserved. 
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2 -3 months | Fixed Fee based on project scope | EMEA 

SAP S/4 Move Xperience on AWS 
Transformation Accelerator for Insurance with msg  

S/4 Transformation automation combined with SAP S/4 HANA insurance 
best practices 

MSG combines insurance industry functional experience accumulated from years of delivering SAP insurance projects along with best in 

class S/4 automation and accelerators. The “msg fit” approach performs an automated analysis of an existing ERP system and then msg 

creates a production ready S/4 landscape on AWS including an insurance process map and data conversion. The insurance processes cover 

primary insurers with policy management, claims management, product management as well as SAP reinsurance solutions. 

Get Started 
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